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Issues 
 Strike Preparations 

We set a strike deadline for October 11th. We have shown 

the Board of Ed that we are serious about getting a fair 

contract. Now, is your school ready for a strike? 

Do you have phone trees in place for your Contract Action 

Team? While emails are easy, personal conversations on a 

daily basis are important for maintaining solidarity by 

ensuring that everyone is connected and informed. Don’t 

do this on your own. This is a perfect chance to delegate 

the work, and help build school-wide camaraderie. 

Do you have a local “strike center” set up? People are 

going to need somewhere to decompress, and warm up or 

dry off if the weather doesn’t cooperate. Sympathetic 

coffee shops, diners, bars, or churches in the area can 

provide a space for people to discuss the day’s events, and 

keep informed and connected. Remember: the major 

media outlets will be carrying the Board’s lies verbatim. 

CTU members will need to hear the truth – every day. 

Who’s bringing the coffee and snacks to support the 

morning picket line? A folding table for snacks and a few 

chairs for the weary will help make the picket sustainable. 

What are colleagues with their own children planning for 

day care? Some schools may create day schools for CTU 

kids. Rotate that duty and have plans for the little ones. 

Everyone will need plenty of CTU-red gear. Be ready for the 

weather with red hats, jackets and ponchos, umbrellas, 

and light gloves.  

Who is leading the chants? Where will you rally? Major 

intersections near your school are great for eliciting 

support from commuters and community members. Be 

ready with signs, chants, and noise-makers. If you can get a 

megaphone for your school, you might save the voices of a 

few colleagues. 

Strikes aren’t fun, but they don’t have to wear you down.  
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What Does a “Good Contract” Look 

Like – and How Do We Win One? 

To answer that question, we need to consider what 

our schools need to thrive, or at least survive. 

We need smaller class sizes, and more counselors and 

clinicians. We need more clerks and librarians, and less 

mindless paperwork. We need more professional 

autonomy, and no more network mandates. 

We need respect. 

And we need to be able to pay the rent. 

We don’t need lead in our water fountains. 

And we already have too many closed schools. 

We could fill a book with what Chicago’s children 

deserve, but how do we win any of these necessities? 

Can we even get these things that our schools need 

from this unelected school board, unpopular mayor, 

and unhinged governor? 

With a little pushing, prodding, and a very real threat 

of a strike, we can probably maintain our lanes, steps, 

and maybe even a little cost of living increase. Will that 

be enough? What more do we need? 

What happens next year, when the Board cuts another 

1000 CTU members and closes more schools? Can we 

get enough sustainable funding to stop the cuts that 

are destroying our schools? Can we get the Board to 

sign a contract that protects our jobs, our schools, and 

our kids? 

The answer lies with the Chicago Teachers Union and 

our allies, and what we are willing to do - together. The 

mayor is philosophically opposed to unions, and the 

governor would love to crush the CTU. 

[continued on the next page] 
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What Does a “Good Contract” Look Like – and How Do We Win One? [continued] 

A teacher’s strike may accomplish little without broader 

support. Other union locals honoring our picket lines 

could make a difference. Shutting down the Loop could 

make a difference. Parents coming to the picket line with 

their kids will make a difference.  

We need to make sure we have solid picket lines, solid 

relationships with our parents and community groups, 

and real solidarity in the city of Chicago. 

And then we need to prepare ourselves for a real fight. 

The contract might be settled on the eve of the deadline: 

Monday, October 10th; or it might take weeks to get a 

contract we can live with. Whatever we win, we know it 

won’t be everything we need. 

The fight will continue. We have to make sure we sign a 

contract that protects us, and allows us to continue the 

fight for our schools, our students, and our profession.
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

Camaraderie at Connie’s Pizza 

New CORE members get free pizza. 

Wednesday, October 5 

2373 S Archer Ave – just around the corner!           

After the House of Delegates 

STRIKE!?! 
 

Tuesday, October 11 – ? 

City of Chicago 

CORE General Meeting Monday, October 24, 4:30 - 6:30 

Letter Carriers Hall (3850 S. Wabash) 

Camaraderie at Connie’s Pizza 

New CORE members get free pizza. 

Wednesday, November 2 
2373 S Archer Ave – just around the corner!           

After the House of Delegates 
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   JOIN CORE! 
Help CTU continue to take on corporate 
privatizers and the Board’s dirty tricks. Join 
at COREteachers.org or mail $35 (working 
CTU teachers) or $20 (CTU PSRPs, retirees, 
displaced, and associates*) to: 

CORE 
P.O. Box 47687 
Chicago, IL 60647-7217 

*Associates are supportive CPS parents and 
community members. They have speaking  
rights in CORE meetings but may not vote. 

 


